Miss Gertrude M. Horgan was honored recently at a reception in Wege Center, at 3 p.m. Sun., Feb. 12. The chairman of the General Public Solicitors is Raymond E. Knape. Mr. Knape, vice-president and treasurer of Knape and Vogt Corporation will set up a team of volunteers at the inaugural reception in Wege Center Ballroom from 9:30 to 1 with John Carrington and his band providing the music. The event will include the appropriate decorations and publicity provided by Rita Selinsky and Ken Neyer, respectively.

Collegiate Library Receives Gifts
Aquinas College library was favored recently by Mrs. Lynn A. Ferguson who donated an extensive collection of books, periodicals, records and dolls—a wealth of cultural materials of broad scope and range. The Friends of the Library and the librarians take pleasure in acknowledging Mrs. Ferguson’s generosity. In Sister Malachi’s opinion, “Aquinas Library has been greatly enriched by the literary, historical, scientific, fine arts, and choice juvenile books in this collection.”

Board Slates Sled Race
The Student Program Board is at it again with a Klondike Derby sled race which will be held on campus on Saturday, Feb. 18. The Derby itself, patterned after the sled races that take place at the Klondike Derby in Canada, features sleds built for speed, music, record—doll—and a wealth of cultural materials of broad scope and range. The Friends of the Library and the librarians take pleasure in acknowledging Mrs. Ferguson’s generosity.

Grad Fellowship Program Available to Students
Dr. Robert Clarke, adviser on Fellowship programs, has announced that information for the 1967-68 National Science Graduate Fellowship Program is now available at Aquinas student offices. The purposes of the Fellowship Program are three—1) to increase the number of students who are qualified for graduate study in the sciences by providing financial assistance to highly qualified graduate students; 2) to encourage the development and full utilization of the capacity of graduate programs; and 3) to promote a wider geographical distribution of such programs and institutions in which they are offered.

Forward 70 Opens Campaign
$402,000. The goal is $2,100,000. The General Alumni Campaign in Grand Rapids, a branch of Forward 70, under John R. Kirkwood, chairman, will begin its program on Feb. 12, at the inaugural reception in Wege Center. This is the 17th year that the Alumni of Forward 70 has been honored at half as time was when young and vigorous. The purpose of the Alumni and the present student body participated in the weekend activities.

Policy Charge
Beginning with the second session this year, there will be a few changes in the policy concerning violations of the code. Any student wishing to appeal a ticket which he has received, will have two class days to have it considered by Mr. Kirkwood’s Committee.

Admission tickets ($1.00) will be available at the bookstores. The Snowball was underway with the appropriate decorations and publicity provided by Rita Selinsky and Ken Neyer, respectively.
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The Student Program Board is at it again with a Klondike Derby sled race which will be held on campus on Saturday, Feb. 18. The Derby itself, patterned after the sled races that take place at the Klondike Derby in Canada, features sleds built for speed, music, record—doll—and a wealth of cultural materials of broad scope and range. The Friends of the Library and the librarians take pleasure in acknowledging Mrs. Ferguson’s generosity.
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Dr. Robert Clarke, adviser on Fellowship programs, has announced that information for the 1967-68 National Science Graduate Fellowship Program is now available at Aquinas student offices. The purposes of the Fellowship Program are three—1) to increase the number of students who are qualified for graduate study in the sciences by providing financial assistance to highly qualified graduate students; 2) to encourage the development and full utilization of the capacity of graduate programs; and 3) to promote a wider geographical distribution of such programs and institutions in which they are offered.

Forward 70 Opens Campaign
$402,000. The goal is $2,100,000. The General Alumni Campaign in Grand Rapids, a branch of Forward 70, under John R. Kirkwood, chairman, will begin its program on Feb. 12, at the inaugural reception in Wege Center.
Candily Speaking

by Cathy O'Brien

The term “short” hours to be assigned by the faculty begins today... days as with increasing frequency that Aquinas students seem to be heading to a destination are suddenly being diverted to a temporary dead end.

Webster defines a door as “a swinging barrier or barrier usually turning on hinges or sliding, by which one is enabled to enter or leave a room or building.” If a door has been opened...a means of access.”

The barrier part is more true than ever before. The door, it seems, that the entranceway must also be opened before one can enter the half of this job half done is the first floor library.

Flanking the desk are two rows of closed doors, all of which are almost always locked. Not only is the path to the second floor, but any notion it poses a potential danger as more than likely this reporter has expected an overcharge, insists on reaching a class before the bell, slams hard into the desk until one is ready to find it immobile. Sometime someone’s hand is going to clap on this desk...the door has opened a means of access.”

SYMPATHY

On behalf of the students and faculty of Aquinas, I believe that Sister M. Clarence, O.P., Assistant Professor of History on the recent deaths of the Father, and P. Donald C. Lozier, O.P., Associate Professor of Theology on the death of his father, the bell, slam his hand into the partition only to find it immobile. Sometime someone’s hand is going to clap on this desk and open...an access.”

The door both to the game room and desk are no better. It is necessary to flag a passerby —if you’re lucky enough to get one’s attention —to have them open the door and enter.

The Unchallenged Norm

"Does anyone have an opinion on this?" This is obviously a rhetorical question —but then it may not be. To those who have, upon occasion...are almost always locked. Not only...not to find it immobile. Someone’s hand is going to clap on this door and...an access.”

The Madonna House is a training center for the lay apostolate in Combermere, Ontario. The training program tries to help those who come to...is that you want to be there. Men and women reaching out, trying to find God in each person they meet is the spirit of the Madonna House. People come and go constantly at the Madonna House because they want to. They know that the purpose of going there is to know Madonna House as their home.

The twenty-three Aquinas students who visited Madonna House during semester break found a oneness, an acceptance they had never experienced before. They found that Madonna House as their home. The twenty-three Aquinas students who visited Madonna House during semester break found a oneness, an acceptance they had never experienced before. They found...in the spirit of the Madonna House. Men and women reaching out, trying to find God in each person they meet is the spirit of the Madonna House. People come and go constantly at the Madonna House because they want to. They know that the purpose of going there is to know Madonna House as their home.

The Madonna House is a training center for the lay apostolate in Combermere, Ontario. The training program tries to help those who come to...is that you want to be there. Men and women reaching out, trying to find God in each person they meet is the spirit of the Madonna House. People come and go constantly at the Madonna House because they want to. They know that the purpose of going there is to know Madonna House as their home.

Dear Editor, As an interested Aquinas student I would like to thank the people responsible for the Happening, called “Hey, God, what happened last night?” I found it quite...you’re lucky enough to get one’s attention —to have them open the door from the inside. If you are not22f0652e-04ac-4e99-8c43-df5993cc2b5c
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Aquinans’ first “artist-in-residence,” Sara Lee Stadelman, tests the acting ability of a student, based on her personal acting philosophy and her own unique manner of presentation. The Martha Graham School of Dance provided the foundations for her innovations in this field, which Mrs. Stadelman terms “choreologia.” This refers to speech with movements, each so well suited to the other that they glide together to best express the meaning of the dramatic situation.

As an instructor at Marygrove and Mercy Colleges in Detroit as well as the originator of her own performing arts company, Sara Lee has numerous opportunities to work with students and theatre-people with her individualistic conception of acting. Together with Mrs. Pauline A. Marken, a costume designer, she has written a number of dramas in choreologia form including “Chalira”—the story of St. Clare, “The Dark Lady”—based on sonnets of Shakespeare, and “The Trojan Woman.” The latest script is titled “The Passion of Jocasta.” It is so small no wonder, however, that Mrs. Stadelman has written Aquinans and Aquinans as students how to create a script for its premiere performance.

Based on the Oedipus myth, “Jocasta” is an ancient Greek tragedy about a king and queen who become involved in a fatal love affair and who are systematically destroyed by their own son. Mrs. Stadelman has designed a script which allows each of the men and women’s characters to present their side of the story whether they are sympathetic or antagonistic to the plight of Jocasta. Each actor forms his own role creative and empathizing with the people and drama becomes more than the mere mortoring of a playwright’s words. They blend together in a heightened experience of reality. Mrs. Mary de Chansel, who participated in the workshop con­ducted by Mrs. Stadelman this past summer, has called her “the most tremen­dous playwright I have ever met.”

Avery Barcoux (Mrs. Dorothy) from Madison House has said of her: “She is one of the most extraordinary actresses that I have seen. Drama watching is a pleasure; I have encountered, and she has dedicated hers to all of us.”

In order to help you enjoy the fabled land of Puerto Rico, you will want to know Spanish to communicate with this friendly folk. You’ll know more than six feet tall, was plagued with little fat legs, and Finally, Columbus grew restless. When rumor reached the court of Ferdinand and Isabella (Columbus, though all his life) and, as we all know, he persuaded the Spanish rulers to outfit him with three stout ships, the

A Tuscan Wind that Blows No Good

You are obtaining a better-than-average education! You will expect to earn a better-than-average income! You are entitled to a better-than-average Life Insurance program!

Applications are now being accepted for Phi Beta Kappa Membership and Business Manager for the 1967-68 AQUINAS HERALD. Students interested in applying for either position are requested to submit a letter, providing qualifications and experience, to the Public Relations Office. The following companies will be visiting the Aquinas campus to interview interested students:

1. Department of Social Service:
   - Feb. 14, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Room #118
   - Feb. 16, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Room #118

2. Mutual Life (for juniors interested in a modified training program):
   - Feb. 9, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Room #118

The Institute of International Education announces that it is accepting applications of candidate for international graduate study approved by the Universities of Birmingham, London, Oxford, and Scotland. A limited number of scholarships will be available to qualified international students.

A person: (Schaum) is a man of this age, cognizant of every sense of the word. He is fond of Morris dancing, spelling bees, and temperance activities. He doesn’t stay gloomy long, for they are kindly, cheery men.

The following companies will be visiting the Aquinas campus to interview interested students:

3. People (for seniors interested in a modified training program):
   - Feb. 11, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Room #118

4. People (for seniors interested in a modified training program):
   - Feb. 12, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Room #118

The staff of the Aquinas Herald is interested in obtaining some newly acquired information pertaining to financial aid for the 1967-68 school year.

For full details of this program, students interested in applying for either position are requested to submit a letter, providing qualifications and experience, to the Public Relations Office. Applications are due by March 15.

AQUINANS STUDENTS
You are obtaining a better-than-average education!
You are entitled to a better-than-average income! You are entitled to a better-than-average Life Insurance program!

Applications are now being accepted for Phi Beta Kappa Membership and Business Manager for the 1967-68 AQUINAS HERALD. Students interested in applying for either position are requested to submit a letter, providing qualifications and experience, to the Public Relations Office.

Applications are due by March 15.

Applications are due by March 15.
Aquinas's basketball delegation will pack its bags and head for Indiana this weekend, fresh from encountering with Calvin and St. Thomas. The Tommies play Purdue (Calmer Campus) on Fri-

day and battle Marian in Indiana-pole Saturday night. This will be the first hardcourt meeting for Purdue and Aquinas.

The Knights from Marian de-

feated Aquinas 99-94 Jan. 8 in Grand Rapids so the Tommies will have their hands full in Indiana.

The up-and-down Tommies had an 8-7 record through games to Jan. 25. Aquinas dumped St. Francis 112-63, lost to Hope 82-

and, surprised Kalamazoo 80-

70.

The Tommies took command early against the Troubadours and built up a 52-38 halftime lead. Dennis Alexander led the first-

half surge with 12 points, Jim Bigham led the second half with 21. Paul Jagels and Alexander added 16, Phil Sauman 12, Dennis Patterson and Tom Steiner had 13 apiece, while Pat Ryan chipped in with 10.

Aquinas shot .436 from the floor with 41-94 while St. Francis hit on 32 of 69-field-goal attempts for .463. The Tommies won the battle for rebounds 55-51 with Alexander and Ryan grabbing 10 and 10 respectively.

The Flying Dutchmen from Hope flew past the Tommies 82-68 before 2,200 fans at the Holland Civic Center.

J.V.'s Defeat

Kalamazoo

Coach Ken Konesny's junior varsity squad have a 5-6 record. In their most recent game, Kal-

amazo's junior varsity beat the Junior Tommies 77-65. The dif-

ference in the game was at the foul line, since each team sank 25 field goals. The Hornets hit

all their free throws in the second half, scoring 25-10.

The Dutch opened up a 25-

point lead early in the second half and led by as many as 21 points, 61-40, midway in the second half. The Dutchmen closed the Tommies off to the 64-55.

By Jim Schaffer

Freshman Pat Ryan turned in a sparkling performance as he came off the bench to score 23 points and pull down 10 rebounds. Paul Jagels added 15 and Dennis Alex-

ander 12. Floyd Bradly pumped in 25 points to lead Hope.

Aquinas only shot .370 from the floor hitting only 30 out of 81 field goal attempts. Hope soared in, scoring on 33 of 70 from the floor, a .465 percentage. Ryan hit 11 of 17 to bolster the shooting attack.

Hope out-rebounded the Tommies 63-

40 with Brady leading Hope with 14 rebounds while Dennis Wittscher grabbed eleven.

Kalamazoo's Hornets rolled into West Catholic with a 10-2 record, deadlocked with Hope for first place in the MIAA. The inspired Tommies spurred Kalamazoo 80-

70 behind 23 points by Paul Jagels, 20 by Dennis Alexander, and 18 by Pat Ryan.

In the first half, Aquinas took the lead 16-15, with 8:00 left on a jump shot by Alexander. Jagels scored the last six points in the half to give the Tommies their 39-38 halftime edge.

Intra-Mural

Standings

Maroon Division

Semitarians III 6 0 60

Vissers Shields 5 1 51

Giggles 4 2 42

Toppers 4 3 43

Gambette Tables 4 4 44

Gasbute Gang 1 5 51

Kamp's Killers 1 5 51

0.O.O. (Not Me) 0 6 6

Grey Division

Meersschmitter's 6 0 60

Six Pac 5 1 51

Old Timers 4 4 44

Seminarists I 4 4 44

Dodge 4 4 44

Barn's Babies 2 4 44

Gerry Sanders 1 5 51

P.P.I.S. 1 5 51

Seminarists II 1 5 51

*Seminarists II have forfeited the rest of their games.

A first-hand look at foreign policy in the making was given to six members of the International Relations Club on their recent trip to New York City, January 18-25. The group included the United Nations and the Foreign Policy Information Bureau on their first day's agenda. Each stop gave the students an idea of the problems faced in international diplomacy.

Balancing these viewpoints were visits to the American Mission, Swedish Mission (neutral), and the Polish Mission (Communist).

Adding cultural highlights to the trip were visits to Greenwich Village, various Broadway plays, and international restaurants. Several nights were spent in New York City, climbing the Empire State Building, and viewing the polar bear in Central Park.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Blake were chaperones for the trip.
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